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FACTS

• According to the national center for missing and Exploited Children:
• 61% of teens 13 to 17 years old have their own personal profile on MySpace, Friendster or Xanfa.
• 71% have received messages from persons they don’t know.
• When teens receive messages from persons they don’t know 40% usually reply and chat with that person.
• 20 percent of teens report it is safe to share personal information on a personal or blogging site.
RECENT NEWS

Federal Bureau of Investigation New England Field Division, announced that JOHN R. FARRAR, age 48, of 120 Ayer Road, Shirley, Massachusetts, appeared in federal court and was sentenced to 15 years in prison charging him with five counts of transporting distributing child pornography, and one count of possessing child pornography. FARRAR invited persons in child pornography chat rooms to trade child pornography with him. He thereafter sent child pornography images, including videos, to an undercover FBI agent.
RISKS OF BEING ONLINE

• Solicitation to use drugs. From friends or strangers.
• Notifications in chat rooms of parties or raves.
• Solicitation for sex.
• Meeting with persons you don’t know.
Questions to ask yourself?

• Who really is your child talking to?
• Who is reading what your child is typing on line.
• Who is looking at your child’s postings?
• What does my child have posted on line?
• How do I find out?
• As a parent do I talk to strangers on line?
• Why is it right for a parent to talk to strangers online and not their children?
• How do I explain this to my children?
• What sites do I visit?
• Do I visit inappropriate sites?
• **Electronic Mail (E-Mail)** - The transmission of messages and files between computers over a communications network similar to mailing a letter via the postal service. E-mail is stored on a server, where it will remain until the addressee retrieves it. Anonymity can be maintained by the sender by predetermining what the receiver will see as the "from" address. Another way to conceal one's identity is to use an "anonymous remailer," which is a service that allows the user to send an e-mail message repackaged under the remailer's own header, stripping off the originator's name completely.

• **Chat** - Real-time text conversation between users in a chat room with no expectation of privacy. All chat conversation is accessible by all individuals in the chat room while the conversation is taking place.

• **Instant Messages** - Private, real-time text conversation between two users in a chat room.
• **Internet Relay Chat (IRC)** - Real-time text conversation similar to public and/or private chat rooms on COS.

• **Usenet (Newsgroups)** - Like a giant, cork bulletin board where users post messages and information. Each posting is like an open letter and is capable of having attachments, such as graphic image files (GIFs). Anyone accessing the newsgroup can read the postings, take copies of posted items, or post responses. Each newsgroup can hold thousands of postings. Currently, there are over 29,000 public newsgroups and that number is growing daily. Newsgroups are both public and/or private. There is no listing of private newsgroups. A user of private newsgroups has to be invited into the newsgroup and be provided with the newsgroup's address.

• **Innocent Images National Initiative**
What Are Signs That Your Child Might Be At Risk On-line?

• Your child spends large amounts of time on-line, especially at night.

• Most children that fall victim to computer-sex offenders spend large amounts of time on-line, particularly in chat rooms. They may go on-line after dinner and on the weekends. They may be latchkey kids whose parents have told them to stay at home after school. They go on-line to chat with friends, make new friends, pass time, and sometimes look for sexually explicit information. While much of the knowledge and experience gained may be valuable, parents should consider monitoring the amount of time spent on-line.
• Children on-line are at the greatest risk during the evening hours. While offenders are on-line around the clock, most work during the day and spend their evenings on-line trying to locate and lure children or seeking pornography.

• Do not assume all predators are male or STRANGERS
You find pornography on your child's computer.

• Pornography is often used in the sexual victimization of children. Sex offenders often supply their potential victims with pornography as a means of opening sexual discussions and for seduction. Child pornography may be used to show the child victim that sex between children and adults is "normal." Parents should be conscious of the fact that a child may hide the pornographic files on diskettes from them. This may be especially true if the computer is used by other family members.
Your child receives phone calls from persons you don't know or is making calls, sometimes long distance, to numbers you don't recognize.

- While talking to a child victim on-line is a thrill for a computer-sex offender, it can be very cumbersome. Most want to talk to the children on the telephone. They often engage in "phone sex" with the children and often seek to set up an actual meeting for real sex.
- While a child may be hesitant to give out his/her home phone number, the computer-sex offenders will give out theirs. With Caller ID, they can readily find out the child's phone number. Some computer-sex offenders have even obtained toll-free 800 numbers, so that their potential victims can call them without their parents finding out. Others will tell the child to call collect. Both of these methods result in the computer-sex offender being able to find out the child's phone number.
Your child receives mail, gifts, or packages from someone you don't know.

- As part of the seduction process, it is common for offenders to send letters, photographs, and all manner of gifts to their potential victims. Computer-sex offenders have even sent plane tickets in order for the child to travel across the country to meet them.

- Your child turns the computer monitor off or quickly changes the screen on the monitor when you come into the room.

- A child looking at pornographic images or having sexually explicit conversations does not want you to see it on the screen.
Your child becomes withdrawn from the family.

• Computer-sex offenders will work very hard at driving a wedge between a child and their family or at exploiting their relationship. They will accentuate any minor problems at home that the child might have. Children may also become withdrawn after sexual victimization.

• Your child is using an on-line account belonging to someone else.

• Even if you don't subscribe to an on-line service or Internet service, your child may meet an offender while on-line at a friend's house or the library. Most computers come preloaded with on-line and/or Internet software. Computer-sex offenders will sometimes provide potential victims with a computer account for communications with them.
What Should You Do If You Suspect Your Child Is Communicating With A Sexual Predator On-line

- Consider talking openly with your child about your suspicions. Tell them about the dangers of computer-sex offenders.
- Review what is on your child's computer. If you don't know how, ask a friend, coworker, relative, or other knowledgeable person. Pornography or any kind of sexual communication can be a warning sign.
- Use the Caller ID service to determine who is calling your child. Most telephone companies that offer Caller ID also offer a service that allows you to block your number from appearing on someone else's Caller ID. Telephone companies also offer an additional service feature that rejects incoming calls that you block. This rejection feature prevents computer-sex offenders or anyone else from calling your home anonymously.
- Devices can be purchased that show telephone numbers that have been dialed from your home phone. Additionally, the last number called from your home phone can be retrieved provided that the telephone is equipped with a redial feature. You will also need a telephone pager to complete this retrieval.
- This is done using a numeric-display pager and another phone that is on the same line as the first phone with the redial feature. Using the two phones and the pager, a call is placed from the second phone to the pager. When the paging terminal beeps for you to enter a telephone number, you press the redial button on the first (or suspect) phone. The last number called from that phone will then be displayed on the pager.
- Monitor your child's access to all types of live electronic communications (i.e., chat rooms, instant messages, Internet Relay Chat, etc.), and monitor your child's e-mail. Computer-sex offenders almost always meet potential victims via chat rooms. After meeting a child on-line, they will continue to communicate electronically often via e-mail.
Should any of the following situations arise in your household, via the Internet or on-line service, you should immediately contact your local or state law enforcement agency, the FBI, and the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children:

» Your child or anyone in the household has received child pornography;
» Your child has been sexually solicited by someone who knows that your child is under 18 years of age;
» Your child has received sexually explicit images from someone that knows your child is under the age of 18.

• If one of these scenarios occurs, keep the computer turned off in order to preserve any evidence for future law enforcement use. Unless directed to do so by the law enforcement agency, you should not attempt to copy any of the images and/or text found on the computer.
What Can You Do To Minimize The Chances Of An On-line Exploiter Victimizing Your Child?

Communicate, and talk to your child about sexual victimization and potential on-line danger.

Spend time with your children on-line. Have them teach you about their favorite on-line destinations.

Keep the computer in a common room in the house, not in your child's bedroom. It is much more difficult for a computer-sex offender to communicate with a child when the computer screen is visible to a parent or another member of the household.

Utilize parental controls provided by your service provider and/or blocking software. While electronic chat can be a great place for children to make new friends and discuss various topics of interest, it is also prowled by computer-sex offenders. Use of chat rooms, in particular, should be heavily monitored. While parents should utilize these mechanisms, they should not totally rely on them.
Find out what computer safeguards are utilized by your child's school, the public library, and at the homes of your child's friends. These are all places, outside your normal supervision, where your child could encounter an on-line predator.

Understand, even if your child was a willing participant in any form of sexual exploitation, that he/she is not at fault and is the victim. The offender always bears the complete responsibility for his or her actions.

Instruct your children to never arrange a face-to-face meeting with someone they met on-line; to never upload (post) pictures of themselves onto the Internet or on-line service to people they do not personally know; to never give out identifying information such as their name, home address, school name, or telephone number; to never download pictures from an unknown source, as there is a good chance there could be sexually explicit images; to never respond to messages or bulletin board postings that are suggestive, obscene, belligerent, or harassing; that whatever they are told on-line may or may not be true.
Frequently Asked Questions:
My child has received an e-mail advertising for a pornographic website, what should I do?

- Generally, advertising for an adult, pornographic website that is sent to an e-mail address does not violate federal law or the current laws of most states. In some states it may be a violation of law if the sender knows the recipient is under the age of 18. Such advertising can be reported to your service provider and, if known, the service provider of the originator. It can also be reported to your state and federal legislators, so they can be made aware of the extent of the problem.
• Is any service safer than the others?
  • Sex offenders have contacted children via most of the major on-line services and the Internet. The most important factors in keeping your child safe on-line are the utilization of appropriate blocking software and/or parental controls, along with open, honest discussions with your child, monitoring his/her on-line activity, and following the tips in this pamphlet.

• Should I just forbid my child from going on-line?
  • There are dangers in every part of our society. By educating your children to these dangers and taking appropriate steps to protect them, they can benefit from the wealth of information now available on-line.

• Helpful Definitions:
  • Internet - An immense, global network that connects computers via telephone lines and/or fiber networks to storehouses of electronic information. With only a computer, a modem, a telephone line and a service provider, people from all over the world can communicate and share information with little more than a few keystrokes.

  • Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs) - Electronic networks of computers that are connected by a central computer setup and operated by a system administrator or operator and are distinguishable from the Internet by their "dial-up" accessibility. BBS users link their individual computers to the central BBS computer by a modem which allows them to post messages, read messages left by others, trade information, or hold direct conversations. Access to a BBS can, and often is, privileged and limited to those users who have access privileges granted by the systems operator.
• **Commercial On-line Service (COS)** - Examples of COSs are America Online, Prodigy, CompuServe and Microsoft Network, which provide access to their service for a fee. COSs generally offer limited access to the Internet as part of their total service package.

• **Internet Service Provider (ISP)** - Examples of ISPs are Erols, Concentric and Netcom. These services offer direct, full access to the Internet at a flat, monthly rate and often provide electronic-mail service for their customers. ISPs often provide space on their servers for their customers to maintain World Wide Web (WWW) sites. Not all ISPs are commercial enterprises. Educational, governmental and nonprofit organizations also provide Internet access to their members.

• **Public Chat Rooms** - Created, maintained, listed and monitored by the COS and other public domain systems such as Internet Relay Chat. A number of customers can be in the public chat rooms at any given time, which are monitored for illegal activity and even appropriate language by systems operators (SYSOP). Some public chat rooms are monitored more frequently than others, depending on the COS and the type of chat room. Violators can be reported to the administrators of the system (at America On-line they are referred to as terms of service [TOS]) which can revoke user privileges. The public chat rooms usually cover a broad range of topics such as entertainment, sports, game rooms, children only, etc.
• **Think about what you post.** Sharing provocative photos or intimate details online, even in private emails, can cause you problems later on. Even people you consider friends can use this info against you, especially if they become ex-friends.

• **Read between the “lines.”** It may be fun to check out new people for friendship or romance, but be aware that, while some people are nice, others act nice because they’re trying to get something. Flattering or supportive messages may be more about manipulation than friendship or romance.

• **Don’t talk about sex with strangers.** Be cautious when communicating with people you don’t know in person, especially if the conversation starts to be about sex or physical details. Don’t lead them on - you don’t want to be the target of a predator’s grooming. If they persist, call your local police or contact CyberTipline.com.
• **Avoid in-person meetings.** The only way someone can physically harm you is if you’re both in the same location, so – to be 100% safe – don’t meet them in person. If you really have to get together with someone you “met” online, don’t go alone. Have the meeting in a public place, tell a parent or some other solid backup, and bring some friends along.

• **Be smart when using a cell phone.** All the same tips apply with phones as with computers. Except phones are with you wherever you are, often away from home and your usual support systems. Be careful who you give your number to and how you use GPS and other technologies that can pinpoint your physical location.

• © 2007 [ConnectSafely.org](http://www.connectsafely.org)
There are some very important things that you need to keep in mind when your child is on your computer at home or at school.

First, remember never to give out personal information such as your name, home address, school name, or telephone number in a chat room or on bulletin boards. Also, never send a picture of yourself to someone you chat with on the computer without your parent's permission.

Never write to someone who has made you feel uncomfortable or scared.

Do not meet someone or have them visit you without the permission of your parents.

Tell your parents right away if you read anything on the Internet that makes you feel uncomfortable.

Remember that people online may not be who they say they are. Someone who says that "she" is a "12-year-old girl" could really be an older man.
COMMON IMAGES

• The image B Logo, is the symbol for “boy love”, ie. the way pedophiles indicate a preference for boys. LBLLogo aka “Little Boy Lover”

• THIS, is C Logo. It is the symbol for pedophiles who do not discriminate between genders, interested in both boys and girls.

• This is G Logo, it’s the symbol for “girl love”, the preference for girls.

• This symbol is CLOMAL, it stands for “Childlove Online Media Activism Logo” ^^
Common Jewelry

Ann Arbor Police Department       http://www.ci.ann-arbor.mi.us/SafetyServices/Police/3-14-07.pdf
Symbols and Logos Used by Pedophiles to Identify Sexual Preferences

Pedophiles, to include those who sexually abuse children as well as those who produce, distribute, and trade child pornography, are using various types of identification logos or symbols to recognize one another and distinguish their sexual preferences.

To specifically indicate the pedophile’s gender preference, members of pedophilic organizations encourage the use of descriptions such as “boylove”, “girllove”, and “childlove.” These symbols have been etched into rings and formed into pendants, and have also been found imprinted on coins. Research of the unusual marking on the coin concluded that the BoyLover logo (BLogo) was imprinted on the front of the coin, and the phrase “Kids Love Pedos” was engraved on the back of the coin. The appearance of the BLogo on coins is another method used by pedophiles to announce their sexual preferences.

Ann Arbor Police Department
Weekly Crime Bulletin

BLogo imprinted on coins
BLogo aka “Boy Lover”
• GLogo a.k.a. “Girl Lover,” Childlove
• The BoyLover logo (BLogo) is a small blue spiral-shaped triangle surrounded by a larger triangle, whereby the small triangle represents a small boy and the larger triangle represents an adult man. A variation of the BLogo is the Little Boy Lover logo (LBLogo), which also embodies a small spiral-shaped triangle within a larger triangle; however, the corners of the LBLogo are rounded to resemble a scribbling by a young child.
• Images of the BLogo and LBLogo symbols
• BLogo jewelry
• The GirlLover logo (GLogo) is a small heart surrounded by a larger heart, which symbolizes a relationship between an adult male or female and minor girl.
• The ChildLover logo (CLogo), resembles a butterfly and represents non-preferential gender child abusers.
• The Childlove Online Media Activism Logo (CLOMAL), is a general purpose logo used by individuals who use online media such as blogs and webcasts.
• GLogo Pendant
• CLogo a.k.a. “Child Lover”
• Pedophilia logos or B Logo symbols also appear on Web sites such as one of the banners advertised on www.boylover.net,
• Pedophilia symbols on jewelry, coins, Web sites and other effects are indicative of advertisement methods used by child sexual predators to promote their cause. Pedophile activists advocate for the social acceptance of sexual relationships between adults and children. These organizations seek to decriminalize sexual relationships between adults and children and to legalize child pornography based on their belief that children have the ability to consent to sexual acts.
CHAT ABBREVIATIONS

- <3heart
- 404I haven't a clue
- ADN Any day now
- AFAIK As far as I know
- AFKAway from keyboard
- AREAcronym-rich environment
- ASAPAs soon as possible
- A/S/L?Age/sex/location?
- B4N Bye for now
- BAK Back at the keyboard
- BASBig a** smile
- BBIAB Be back in a bit
- BBLBe back later
- BBNBye bye now
- BBSBe back soon
- BEGBig evil grin
- BFBoy friend
- BFDBig f***ing deal
- BFNBye for now
- BGBig grin
• BIBO Beer in, beer out
• BIOYIOP Blow it out your I/O port
• BL Belly laughing
• BMGWLB Busting my gut with laughter
• BOTEC Back-of-the-envelope calculation
• BRBB Be right back
• BTABut then again...
• BTDT Been there, done that
• BTW By the way
• BWLB Bursting with laughter
• BWTHDIK But what the heck do I know...?
• CICO Coffee in, coffee out
• C&G Chuckle and grin
• CNP Continued in next post
• CRBCome right back
• CRBTCrying real big tears
• CUSee you
• CULSee you later
• CUL8ERSee you later
• CYASee ya
• CYACover your ass
• CYO See you online
• DBA Doing business as
• DFLA Disenhanced four-letter acronym (that is, a TLA)
• DLD Dead link
• DLTBBB Don't let the bed bugs bite
• DIKU Do I know you?
• DITYIDD Did I tell you I'm distressed?
• DOM Dirty old man
• DOSD Dozing off soon
• DQMO Don't quote me on this
• DTRT Do the right thing
• DWB Don't write back
• EGE Evil grin
• EMFB Excuse me for butting in
• EMSE Mail message
• EOM End of message
• EOTE End of thread (meaning: end of discussion)
• ETLA Extended three-letter acronym (that is, an FLA)
• F2F Face to face
• FAQ Frequently-ask question(s)
• FCFingers crossed
• FISHFirst in, still here
• FLAFour-letter acronym
• FMTYEWTKFar more than you ever wanted to know
• FOMCLFalling off my chair laughing
• FTBOMHFrom the bottom of my heart
• **FUBAR**F***ed up beyond all repair or recognition
• FUDFear, Uncertainty, and Doubt
• FWIWFor what it's worth
• FYIFor your information
• GGrinGAGo ahead
• GALGet a life
• GIGOGarbage in, garbage out
• GD&RGrinning, ducking, and running
• **GFGirlfriend**
• GFNGone for now
• GGPGotta go pee
• GIWISTGee, I wish I'd said that
• GLGood luck
• GMAB Give me a break
• GMTA Great minds think alike
• GOL Giggleing out loud
• GTRM Going to read mail
• GTSY Glad to see you
• H&K Hug and kiss
• HAGN Have a good night
• HAND Have a nice day
• HHISH Hanging head in shame
• HIG How's it going
• HT Hi there
• HTHH Hope this helps
• HUB Head up butt
• AC In any case
• IAE In any event
• ANAL I am not a lawyer (but)
•ICI I see
• IGPI Gotta pee
• HA I hate acronyms
• IHUI I hear you
• IIRCIf I recall/remember/recollect correctly
• ILU or ILYI love you
• IMImmediate message
• IMCOIn my considered opinion
• IMHOIn my humble opinion
• IMingChatting with someone online usually while doing other things such as playing trivia or other interactive game
• IMNSHOIn my not so humble opinion
• IMOIn my opinion
• IMSI am sorry
• IOWIn other words
• IPNI'm posting naked
• IRLIn real life (that is, when not chatting)
• ITIGBSI think I'm going to be sick
• IWALUI will always love you
• IYSWIMIf you see what I mean
• J4GJust for grins
• JBODOJust a bunch of disks (like redundant array of independent disks, etc.)
• JICJust in case
• JKJust kidding
• JMOJust my opinion
• JTYLK Just to let you know kok
• KISS Keep it simple stupid
• KIT Keep in touch
• KOTC Kiss on the cheek
• KOTL Kiss on the lips
• KWIM? Know what I mean?
• L8R Later
• L8R G8R Later gator
• LDL Later, dude
• LDR Long-distance relationship
• LHOL Laughing head off
• LLTA Lots and lots of thunderous applause
• LMAO Laughing my a** off
• LMSO Laughing my socks off
• LOL Laughing out loud
• LRFL Little Rubber Feet (the little pads on the bottom of displays and other equipment)
• LSHMHBH Laughing so hard my belly hurts
LTM
Laugh to myself
LTNS
Long time no see
LTR
Long-term relationship
LULAB
Love you like a brother
LULAS
Love you like a sister
LUWAMH
Love you with all my heart
LY
Love ya
LY4E
Love ya forever
MorF
Male or female
MOSS
Member of the same sex
MOTOS
Member of the opposite sex
MTF
More to follow
MUSM
Miss you so much
NADT
Not a darn thing
NFG
No f****g good
NFW
No feasible way or no f****g way
NIFOC
Naked in front of computer
NP or N/P
No problem
NRN
No response necessary
OIC
Oh, I see
• OLL
• Online love
• OMGOh my God
• OTFOff the floor
• OTOHOn the other hand
• OTTOMHOff the top of my head
• PANSPretty awesome new stuff (as opposed to "POTS")
• PAWPARENTS are watching
• PCMICIAPeople can't master computer industry acronyms
• PDAPublic display of affection
• PEBCACKProblem exists between chair and keyboard
• PIBKACProblem is between keyboard and chair
• PITAPain in the ass
• PMPrivate message
• PMFJIBPardon me for jumping in but...
• POAHFPut on a happy face
• ::POOF::Goodbye (leaving the room)
• POS Parent over shoulder
• POTSPPlain old telephone service
• PUTThat stinks!
• QTCutie
• RLReal life (that is, when not chatting)
• ROR Raffing out roud (Engrish for "laughing out loud")
• ROTFL Rolling on the floor laughing
• ROTFLMAO Rolling on the floor laughing my a** off
• ROTFLMAOWPIMP Rolling on the floor laughing my a** off while peeing in my pants
• ROTFLMBO Rolling on the floor laughing my butt off
• RPG Role-playing games
• RSN Real soon now
• RT Real time
• RTFM Read the f***ing manual
• RYO Roll your own (write your own program; derived from cigarettes rolled yourself with tobacco and paper
• )S^S'up - what's up
• S4L Spam for life (what you may get when you become someone's customer or client)
• SHCOON Shoot hot coffee out of nose
• SEG S***-eating grin
• SETE Smiling ear to ear
• SF Surfer-friendly (low-graphics Web site)
• SHID Slaps head in disgust
• SNAFU Situation normal, all f***ed up
• SO Significant other
• SOL Smilling out loud or sh*t out of luck
• SOMY Sick of me yet?
• SOTMGShort on time must go
• STFWSearch the f*****g
• WebSTWSearch the Web
• SUSHut up
• SUAKMMSHut up and kiss me
• SUPWhat's up
• SWAGStupid wild-a** guess
• SWAKSealed with a kiss
• SWLScreaming with laughter
• SYSSSee you soon
• TAThanks again
• TAFNThat's all for now
• TANSTAAFLThere ain't no such thing as a free lunch
• TCOYTake care of yourself
• TFHThread from hell (a discussion that just won't die and is often irrelevant to the purpose of the forum or group)
• TGIFThank God it's Friday
• THXThanksTIAThanks in advance (used if you post a question and are expecting a helpful reply)
• TILIITell it like it is
• TLAThree-letter acronym
• TLK2UL8RTalk to you later
• TMIToo much information
• TNTTill next time
• TOPCATil our paths cross again (early Celtic chat term)
• TOYThinking of you
• TPTBThe powers that be
• TTFNTa-Ta for now
• TTTTTthought that, too (when someone types in what you were about to type)
• TTYLTalk to you later
• TUTThank you
• TYThank you
• UAPITAYou're a pain in the ass
• UWYou're welcome
• VBGVery big grin
• VBSEGVery big s***-eating grin
WAG
Wild a** guess

WAYD
What are you doing

WB
Welcome back

WBS
Write back soon

WDALYIC
Who died and left you in charge?

WEG
Wicked evil grin

WFM
Works for me

WIBNI
 Wouldn't it be nice if

WT?
What/who the ?

WTFO
What the F***! Over!

WTG
Way to go!

WTGP?
Want to go private?

WU?
What's up?

WYSITWIRL
What you see is TOTALLY WORTHLESS IN REAL LIFE!

WUF?
Where are you from?

WYSIWYG
What you see is what you get

YBS
You'll be sorry

YGBSM
You gotta be s***tin' me!

YMMV
Your mileage may vary.

YW
You're welcome
RESOURCES

• [www.fbi.gov](http://www.fbi.gov) National Center for Missing and Exploited Children

• [www.missingkids.com](http://www.missingkids.com) Duracell

• [www.duracell.com/parents](http://www.duracell.com/parents) Honeywell LifeSafe

• [www.smilesafekids.com](http://www.smilesafekids.com) Lifetouch® National School Studios Inc.

• [www.incredibleinternet.com](http://www.incredibleinternet.com) Qwest Communications International, Inc.

• [www.safeassured-id.com](http://www.safeassured-id.com) SafeAssured™